Seeds For Change - seeds4c.org

Welcome
This website gathers information on projects
from Xavier de Pedro which might serve for
social gardening, as seeds that might grow
(beyond the initial action of the gardener) for
changing society into (hopefully) something
better
Why something about "seeds", "gardening"
and such, instead of the traditional way of
speaking (and acting) with "Building a better
society" etc?
Because I learned that a better world needs
the ability to:
adapt to the changing environment in
which it resides
grow when needed, and change shape or
reproduce when the maximum size
is reached for that system.
die at some point while passing the
information to younger organisms that
will stay there for longer.

Latest Changes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Xiaomi Redmi A7
220000 Com fer Can Carol més sostenible
220000 Les Llibertats de la Sostenibilitat
210911 El software libre es más sostenible

y bueno para todas nosotras
5. Spreading digital seeds online
...more

Newest Files
1. calendaricurs21-22-1.pdf
2. gnu_linux_apps.png
3. Getting Started with Ubuntu 16.04.pdf
4. cartel_encuentro_g1.jpg

Most Popular Tags
agriurb autonomia biel bielisara can toda
cnc de digital seeds familiadpl gardening
gnu/linux gnulinux nedar pedro piscina
sara scanner seeds social social gardening
tiki ubuntu welcome xavier xavier de pedro

Random "knowledge seed":

Seeds For Change - seeds4c.org
Random "biological seed":

Plants & living organisms can do it; buildings can not. Therefore, We need to "Plant a better
world", and not just aim to "build it".
Buildings last a few thousand years, at the most. Living beings last (community-wise) one or two
orders of magnitude more, at least. And Life on Earth has lasted so far at least 3500 milion years:
why not learning from Living beings that create much more sustainable systems?
Projects
Spreading digital seeds online
Spreading digital seeds oﬄine
Spreading biological seeds
Spreading knowledge seeds in person
Spreading knowledge seeds online
Donations
Acerca de

